This article examines the representation of Christchurch, New Zealand, student radio station RDU in the exhibition Alternative Radio at the Canterbury Museum in 2016. With the intention of 'making visible what is invisible' about radio broadcasting, the exhibition articulated RDU as a point of interconnection between the technical elements of broadcasting, the social and musical culture of station staff and volunteers, and the broader local and national music scenes. This paper is grounded in observations of the exhibitions and associated public programmes, and interviews with the key participants in the exhibition including the museum's exhibition manager and staff from RDU, who acted as independent practitioners in collaboration with the museum. Alternative Radio also addressed the aftermath of the major earthquake of 22 February 2011, when RDU moved into a customised horse truck after losing its broadcast studio. The exhibition came about because of the cultural resonance of the post-quake story, but also emphasised the long history of the station before that event, and located this small student radio station in the broader heritage discourse of the Canterbury museum, activating the historical, cultural, and personal memories of the station's participants and audiences.
city. Of the thousands of aftershocks that followed, the most severe was a 6.3 magnitude quake that occurred at 12:51 pm on 22 February 2011. This was particularly destructive for its size (Wilkinson et al. 2012) , and its impact caused the collapse of two relatively new buildings and damaged many of the city's heritage buildings (Ingham and Griffith 2010; McFie 2013; Pickles 2016) , causing the deaths of 185 people. The central city was cordoned off from the public until June 2013, as buildings were made safe or demolished. This caused massive disruption to businesses across the city (Hall et al. 2016) , including small independent radio stations that lost studios, transmission capability, and advertising income from the local businesses and music venues that were also disrupted or destroyed (Joyce 2015) . Christchurch has a strong history of local music production and performance (Mitchell 1997; Shepherd 2016) , and the post-quake demolitions affected the 'emotional geography' of music in the city, disrupting links to the physical memory of venues and radio spaces, the details of which are 'salient features in the way in which audiences connect with their past and thus forge affective bonds in the present' (Bennett and Rogers 2016, 491) . Roberts and Cohen identify former venues as music heritage memory sites that provide a 'performative space in which experiential memories can be rehearsed, acknowledged and re-embodied ' (2013, 252, italics in original) . After the widespread damage and demolitions in Christchurch some details of physical and collective memory associated with Christchurch venues and their broader city context have been preserved and recovered in postquake publications (Cook 2014; Ballard et al. 2015 ; DESI301 Students 2016; Shepherd 2016; Vavasour 2016) . As physical spaces of experiential music and radio memory no longer exist, other objects that anchor those memories (Leonard 2015, 24) are imbued with greater resonance.
The heritage of popular music has been surveyed in writing on dedicated museums (Reising 2001; Kam 2004; Bruce 2008; Mortensen and Madsen 2014) , exhibitions in generalist museums (Leonard 2010 (Leonard , 2015 , and a range of smaller scale 'DIY' spaces and archives (Baker and Huber 2013; Baker and Collins 2015; Collins 2015) . Marian Leonard has described a range of music-focused exhibitions emerging from the personal practice of collecting popular music and culture artefacts (2007), addressing specific local music scenes in Liverpool (2010) , Manchester, and Birmingham (2015) . The latter exhibitions were developed by the Manchester District Music Archive (MDMA), and Birmingham's Home of Metal (HoM), local music 'activist archiving' organisations that were established to address the absence of local popular music scenes from the official sites of local heritage (Leonard 2015, 23) . Like these organisations, RDU acted as an 'independent practitioner […] working outside formal institutional structures, often balancing their endeavours with other work' (Leonard 2015, 19) , by collaborating with an established museum to develop Alternative Radio from the station's own archive and the personal collections of fans.
The museum context inherently inscribed the objects of RDU as part of the 'cultural heritage of New Zealanders' , and particularly in relation to 'the greater Canterbury region' , in keeping with part of the Canterbury Museum's legislative obligation (Canterbury Museum Trust Board Act 1993). For objects of musical culture this kind of 'heritage' framing is often at odds with music's status as 'popular' or 'commercial' culture (Brandellero and Janssen 2013, 225) . However, being put together by independent practitioners from archives kept by the community organisation, and its community members, the exhibition reflected a democratisation of memory and meaning-making in museum practice (Black 2011; Baker and Huber 2013; Brandellero and Janssen 2013; Roberts and Cohen 2013; Waterton and Watson 2013) .
The RDU exhibition at the Canterbury Museum is representative of more recent forms of 'bottom-up' heritage exhibition (Brandellero and Janssen 2013, 226) , bestowing heritage status on the radio station itself, and also on the people who have contributed to its running over forty years, as nodes in broader networks of practice (Baker and Collins 2015; Leonard 2015) around music and radio in Christchurch. Artefacts in a museum 'construct, reflect and evoke particular histories' of musical culture (Leonard 2007, 2) , activated as 'visitors bring their own narratives, histories and stores of knowledge which enable them to draw more complex understandings from the exhibits than might originally be envisioned by museum staff ' (Leonard 2010, 178) . In turn objects on display are 'incorporated into the extra-institutional memory of the museum-visitors' , affirmed as significant by virtue of their presence in the museum (Crane 2000, 2) . In an exhibition focused on a small local music scene, these objects elevated to museological significance will also be the subject of personal narratives, histories and stores of knowledge by visitors. Leonard (2010) identifies this process in the National Museums Liverpool The Beat Goes On exhibition, as the 'lived experience' of members of the city's music scene and its associated 'underground' values and status were included within the museum's broad narrative of Liverpool's social history (178). Personal location within that re-contextualised narrative is expressed by 'one well-known DJ [who] stared at an image of himself on the wall and declared "I can't believe that I am in the museum!"' (178). The museum exhibition translates individuals' experiences and 'collective memory into historical memory' (Leonard 2010, 178; also Keightley 2006; Bennett and Janssen 2015) .
In exhibitions centred around musical cultures, the presence of music itself can play an important role in constructing, reflecting and evoking personal and collective histories and memory. Recorded, interactive, and even live musical content is often fully integrated in music museums and exhibitions (Reising 2001; Kam 2004; Bruce 2008; Leonard 2010, 173, 174) . Leonard also notes examples of museums using musical performance independently of popular music exhibitions as part of social inclusion strategies (2010). As a temporal medium music is deeply tied to memory retrieval and construction, and accordingly the development of self-identity (Frith 1996; DeNora 2006) . Mortensen and Madsen argue that music plays an important role in evoking nostalgia in exhibition visitors, making it an 'efficient affective trigger' , for revisiting past times, and 're-enchanting' musical heritage (2014, 251) . Music content can draw on the direct experience of museum visitors or trigger the 'mnemonic imagination' in others, a 'nostalgic longing for a past that has not been experienced first hand' (255), based on 'inherited memories' (Roberts and Cohen 2013, 252) , built or imagined from the broader media around music.
Documented examples of musical cultures in museum exhibitions seem to overlook radio stations' roles in supporting music scenes. Shout Out! UK Pirate Radio in the 1980s at the ICA The Potteries Museum and Art Gallery (2015) is a rare exception. Radio is an often invisible part of the networks in which objects of musical culture are located, however a radio station is likely to count as one of the 'wider social, cultural and economic processes surrounding the production and consumption' of music, musical history, and a particular canon of independent music (Roberts and Cohen 2013, 243) . Radio can certainly be located in the 'music assemblage' described by Born as 'a series or network of relations between musical sounds, human and other subjects, practices, performances, cosmologies, discourses and representations, technologies, spaces, and social relations ' (2010, 87, 88) . Straw explicitly locates radio in the 'institutional infrastructures' of alternative rock music 'scenes' , which include 'campus radio stations, independent record stores, and live performance tours ' (1991, 376 ). Percival's analysis of commercial music radio finds that it acts as a 'mediator, as a cultural product, and as a cultural producer' in relation to the recording industry (Percival 2011, 471) , and on a smaller scale this is evident in local 'alternative' music, in which a radio station like RDU mediates the scene, produces forms of knowledge about that scene, and is produced by the activities of people within it.
Radio also has specific characteristics that lend themselves to new considerations for exhibition design and interaction. As Dolan observes in reference to the BBC written archives, 'The moment of transmission …. is a highly orchestrated production that is fully located within the complex relationships that play out between the BBC, its personnel, its imagined audience and its empirical audience ' (2003, 7) . A student radio station is less orchestrated than the BBC, but it is a production located in complex relationships, and material networks of objects and associated practices like those from which a pirate radio station is assembled (Fuller 2005) . Radio is also performative, a transmission flow characterised by the intimate relationship between listener and broadcaster, bound together by the liveness of broadcast (Crisell 2012) . Radio could further be considered a performative space like those discussed by Roberts and Cohen, in which experiential memories may attach to the sound of the radio itself and its physical studio spaces.
Methodology
This research emerged from a project documenting the experiences of Christchurch-based radio stations after the September 2010 and February 2011 earthquakes (Joyce 2015) . I interviewed James Meharry four times after the earthquakes. The first was in February 2012, when the station had resumed live broadcasting only six months earlier. Follow-up interviews in September 2012, and in 2015, traced the station's experience in the horse truck and move into more substantial studio space. The exhibition opened in March 2016, and in the weeks before it closed in August 2016, I interviewed Meharry, Rachel Morton, the former station manager who was employed by the Canterbury Museum to run public exhibition programmes, and Neil Phillips, the Museum's Exhibitions Manager, who facilitated much of the discussion between the radio station, as independent practitioners, and the museum staff and exhibitions team. While the exhibition was open I carried out extended observations within the gallery, documenting the sounds and content of the space, and visitor interactions with it, in a version of the audience observations carried out by Leonard (2010) . I also attended and observed at three of the gigs hosted in the exhibition space, and three live breakfast shows. Further primary material about the history of the station and the exhibition came from radio documentaries produced by Radio New Zealand (2015) and RDU (2016) , and the live to air exhibition broadcasts archived on the site Mixcloud.
Christchurch earthquakes: the RDUnit
The earthquakes destroyed RDU's university-based studio and much of central Christchurch, including many of the station's advertisers, local band venues and practice rooms, and the physical fabric of the city's 'alternative' culture. The earthquakes ruptured established structures (Pickles 2016) , and prompted a sense of urgency to salvage and preserve the material traces of the station's history.
The earthquake of 22 February 2011 cut power to the RDU offices and studio, silenced the broadcast transmission, and prompted the evacuation of everyone in the UCSA building. Over the following weeks engineering checks confirmed that the building was no longer usable, and the station would be unable to resume broadcasting from it. RDU was well insured, so when it was possible to re-enter the offices Meharry focused on retrieving personal effects and archival materials -documents, photographs, magnetic tape reels, and 7 inch records -rather than the more replaceable broadcast equipment.
In a city suffering ongoing aftershocks and the resulting widespread damage, uncertainty, and displaced businesses, it was not immediately possible to re-establish a functioning studio. However within a week of the earthquake, Meharry had plugged a laptop computer with a mobile modem directly into their transmitter in the Port Hills; 'literally just cut the cables and jacked in a laptop into the analogue transmission' . The laptop maintained the radio station from early March until July 2011, holding a selection of about 600 songs, which Meharry and the programme director could organise into playlists remotely. Within a few weeks, the breakfast hosts were producing their show remotely by uploading voicebreaks to the laptop on the hill, and adding them in to the playlist. Meharry says it worked as a rough kind of live radio, 'if you really had a sharp ear to it, you would definitely hear it. But for all intents and purposes, breakfast … basically operated as it was' . As the technology settled down other volunteers resumed their own radio shows. The station's production engineer Nik Coulter 'let hosts come around and actually mix their shows, with the voice-breaks, at his house, and then he would record them and upload them' . Meharry believes that doing radio shows again provided important continuity for both volunteers and audiences when everything else in the city was still so unsettled.
While the remote-access system enabled the station to broadcast in a basic form, for the ongoing practice of radio they required a space for people to do live radio shows, to gather, and to restore the broader business of a radio station. Meharry and South faced a rental property market with considerably increased costs, and they wanted to have more control over the future environment of the station than constricting rental leases would allow. The solution was a horse truck, a 1980 Mitsubishi Canter that was big enough to fit a small studio. Meharry designed and carried out most of the retrofit work himself, lining the interior with astroturf, fitting a dome window in the roof to accommodate taller DJs, and building and installing a full radio broadcast desk. It was launched with a party on 9 July 2011. The new studio was initially mobile, enabling the station to participate more fully in events around the city, but it eventually settled into a semi-permanent home, parked in the garden of a house occupied by a youth social service organisation, which provided greater certainty and security for the show hosts.
The 'RDUnit' , as the horse truck studio was named, was the primary studio from July 2011 until May 2015, when the station moved into a more permanent built structure in the central city. Being untethered from its long term home on the suburban university campus, and the story of the RDUnit itself, increased the station's visibility so that it became a symbol of resilience and recovery in 2011 and 2012. In September 2012, Meharry observed it's been humbling to see how people have been inspired by, you know, doing something [that …] seemed more pragmatic to me than risky or adventurous …. Some other people might just think about going and plugging into a room, but that's just not, I don't think that's the RDU way, that's not the RDU experience.
The inspiration is captured by a profile in the national Sunday Star Times newspaper, which observed that Meharry and South 'could almost be pin-ups for the Christchurch rebuild -young, hard-working, full of hope for the future' (Wall 2012) . That sense of inspiration was evident in the staff as well as the broader public, and Meharry considers 'it protected the culture' . The station is now based in the 'Boxed Quarter' in Central Christchurch, a development of modular buildings planned after the February 2011 earthquake to house small business tenants, artists, and rehearsal studios. RDU will have a studio in the replacement UCSA building on campus, but the station's primary broadcast and business base is now permanently sited in the city centre. This move marks a significant break from the history of the station.
In the immediate aftermath of the earthquake, when the future location and form of the station was still unclear, the University of Canterbury's Macmillan Brown Archive accessioned the collection of RDU-related documents, recordings, and ephemera that Meharry rescued from the UCSA building -an institutional archive simply 'kept' rather than intentionally collected (Leonard 2007, 157, 158 ). Students were engaged over the following years in documenting and cataloguing the material, creating a comprehensive record of the business and culture of the station. Meharry and South also used the documents to compile a detailed RDU history, including attempting to identify all of the people who have been involved as paid and volunteer staff, some of which was recounted on the station website as the 'History of U' . The documents tell a story not just about the radio station, but about the city it operates in, and the businesses, cultural organisations, events, musicians, and participants in its broader networks. In Christchurch all of these historical records carry the particular weight of representing a built past that is almost completely severed from the present, such that even the addresses of businesses and music venues are signifiers of a different place.
As the immediate stresses of the earthquakes eased, Meharry and South began looking towards the fortieth anniversary in 2016 as a focus for bringing together the stories that emerged from the archive, and to mark the next, post-quake, phase of the station's history. Canterbury Museum were responsive to the idea of an exhibition; key staff were RDU listeners, and the museum saw this as a way to represent the post-quake story of a significant local organisation. The exhibition content was developed by the management and staff of RDU, acting as independent practitioners (Leonard 2015, 19) , with guidance from the museum exhibition team for choosing successful content and exhibition elements. The exhibition looked back and also forwards, combining the forty-year history of the station, the RDUnit, and a specially-constructed broadcast studio that was later moved into the station's new permanent premises. There were two key issues to resolve in planning the exhibition. It needed to represent radio, a non-visual medium, in a visual and spatial way -not simply in images, but in objects and structures that would invite visitors to walk through the space. It also needed to represent a medium that was explicitly labelled as 'alternative' without establishing an opposition between the radio station and museum visitors.
Making Alternative Radio 'accessible'
For the museum, Alternative Radio was part of a strategy aimed at expanding audiences by appealing to specific target audiences as well as the broader community. RDU has involved hundreds of volunteers, staff members and musicians throughout a history that was closely interwoven with the cultural, musical, and student history of Christchurch. However, there was a risk that the exhibition could be seen as too exclusive. As Morton, station manager at the time the exhibition was developed, reflected, 'it was very easy for us as RDU to sort of think about the exhibition we would make for the RDU audience and for the people who love the station, and that would have been completely different' from the exhibition that was developed. The exhibition needed to tell a different story about the radio station and its community than the one RDU might tell itself -even though, as Meharry observed, that meant letting go of some entertainingly dramatic content.
Addressing both the target audience of RDU listeners and community, and the general visiting public meant identifying an accessible story and the objects to tell that story within a coherent visual display. One way of achieving this was to emphasise the station's location in broader cultural networks, and another was to identify objects around which stories about the radio station could coalesce -to represent radio, a non-visual, intrinsically ephemeral, medium in a museum context. By the time of the exhibition planning, the RDU organising team, as the exhibition's independent practitioners, were able to draw on a considerable amount of archival material documenting the station's people and its administrative, musical and social history. From this they drew up what Morton describes as 'the most enormous Excel [sheet] you have ever seen' , listing all the possible things that may be included, to which they attempted to apply museum staff advice to 'pare it back, pare it back, strip it out, whittle it down' (Morton). The resulting exhibition spreadsheet reads as an expanded version of the pirate radio elements itemised by Fuller (2005) . Inherent in the list is the possibility for each item to 'open up into a matrix of immanent universes' (14). The exhibition document was pared back from a list of almost everything and everyone involved in RDU's history, to elements that could be brought together in a single space and time to tell a story.
Bringing the pieces together drew in a wide range of people from RDU's broader network. From the archive RDU staff identified, contacted and interviewed former volunteers and staff. Through those interviews and advertisements on the radio station itself people from around New Zealand loaned collections of t-shirts, posters, documents and ephemera, in a gesture of goodwill in keeping with the way a volunteer-based radio station works. These object loans demonstrate the role of personal collections as a signifier of musical knowledge and experience (Leonard 2007) , and the 'ways in which enthusiasts play a role in how popular music and its culture are remembered' and contribute 'to the preservation of the artefacts of popular music's material past' (Baker and Collins 2015, 985) . As the exhibition was developed oral histories of collectors added valuable knowledge about the production and reception of RDU and its music culture, and the scenes in which RDU, music, and its artefacts circulate and produce meaning.
As the objects and stories emerged the museum's exhibition design team developed ways to display materials that would fulfil different functions within the space. The exhibition resolved into themes of Broadcasting, Music, Events, and People, and the design and layout reflected them. A timeline of significant events in the station's history became the anchor for the exhibition narrative, creating an overall context for the objects and images in the rest of the exhibition hall. Inscribed on dividing walls, the timeline traced a pathway around the outside of the space, marking events, people, objects, and images along forty years of RDU's broadcast practice and its intersections with changing Christchurch music scenes, and the city's own built and social histories.
At the centre of the exhibition space, a stage to accommodate live performances constituted a space of musical possibility around which the exhibition was structured. Poster bollards opened out to form booths containing headphones and interactive iPad displays for listening to audio material, and could be moved from the centre to the edges of the room to create space for the audiences. A table facing the stage and backed by a wall of records and CDs became a sound and light mixing desk, while the wall itself served to baffle the sound between the stage and ceramics gallery space immediately opposite it. An RDU-decal' ed vintage Hillman Husky, also useful for attracting visitors more interested in cars than RDU itself, could be rolled out of the space for performances.
Further around the room exhibits included a graphic representation of specialist radio shows over the years, displays of promotional T-shirts, records, posters, technical equipment, models of promotional vehicles, and representations of future plans. Screens played documentaries about RDU events and history. A slideshow projected above the stage displayed photographs and quotes from station volunteers and staff, reflecting on the meanings of the station in the lives of its people. As the stage itself was largely empty on weekdays, the screen performatively centred the individuals who have sustained the station from behind the microphones. There and throughout the exhibition, images and names of station staff and volunteers located individual experience in the collective memory of the radio station (van Dijck 2004, 262; Keightley 2006, 154) , and the cultural memory actively defined by their presence in the museum (Black 2011). The Liverpool DJ's exclamation of recognition, 'I can't believe I am in a museum!' (Leonard 2010, 178) was echoed by visitors finding themselves elevated into the institution's historical memory.
Other objects throughout the exhibition also materialised individual, collective and cultural memory of the interconnections between radio, music, and the city within which the local music scene developed. Posters documented bands, events, and venues long gone. Some represented a musical scene on the edges of international recognition with the Flying Nun record label ( DESI301 Students 2016; Shepherd 2016) . Others articulated the city's location in international touring networks for musicians and DJs. Like many of the timeline photographs, the posters represented elements of Christchurch's lost heritage, referencing and documenting spaces and buildings destroyed in the earthquakes and the city's subsequent reconfiguring. Many venues had ceased to function as such long before 2011, but the earthquakes finally erased the remaining buildings and their built context (e.g. Vavasour 2016), in a violent and sudden version of the redevelopment that affects all local music scenes. Posters and photographs referencing lost venues became 'archival remains' of the material culture of the city's prequake musical practice (Leonard 2015, 24) , connecting past, present, and 'an emotive attachment to local spaces' (Bennett and Rogers 2016, 492) . They created a performative space for rehearsing and acknowledging memory, either first-hand or 'inherited' (Roberts and Cohen 2013, 252) . This form of nostalgia was evoked by Morton, who after working on the exhibition materials and collected memories, expressed a retrospective sense of 'massive FOMO' , Fear Of Missing Out, on the 1990s rave scene that flourished long before her arrival in the city.
Record and CD covers on display represented more concrete music objects from the RDU collection and Meharry's more recent archival practice of creating lathe-cut records for local bands. The wall of album covers opened spaces for personal narratives, histories, and knowledges tied to self-identity and visitors' own actual, remembered, or imagined collections. Many of these were marked with slogans identifying 'Radio U' , 'UFM' , or 'RDU' and admonishments such as 'Do not steal' , anchoring them not simply as records signifying a particular genre or period of music, but the examples of that music that were actually played on the radio. Another wall of record covers represented 7" records from the station's future-focused archive, lathe cut by Meharry. Meharry's lathe cutting enterprise reflects a personal attachment to the record as object, grounded in his own experience as a DJ, and a sense of the historicisation of music.
Although the posters and records related to music performance, production and consumption in Christchurch more broadly, the exhibition had to tell those stories in the context of radio, making visible the usually invisible processes of broadcasting. For some museum visitors there were many objects of direct experiential memory in the old radio equipment on display, including a broadcast desk like the original Radio U one from 1976, and a rack of one-track looped cartridges still labelled with the advertisements, station ids and songs they last carried before the station shifted to a computerised playlist in the late 1990s. The biggest physical representation of radio was the broadcast studio constructed to be dismantled and shifted into the station's next location. It was used for broadcasts, workshops, and sound mixing, and signified the next stage in the station's history. However the studio also integrated particularly resonant memory objects that were part of the fabric of the station before the earthquake: the original broadcast studio windows bearing decades of stickers representing bands, record labels, RDU itself, and other radio stations. These were the most concrete remnants of the old studios, evoking an emotional attachment to the radio station as a place of music memory. Meharry characterises the stickers as a genealogy of alternative radio and local music, so that each sticker-clad window is a 'window into the past' , in which a sticker represents 'its own little time zone' alongside the times and places represents by the other stickers.
Radio, music and community
While the exhibition was visually constructed from the objects and representations of RDU's social history and community, music played an important role in tying all of the elements together. Recorded music content took several forms in the space during the day, and live music attracted different kinds of audiences in the evenings. The exhibition structure was determined by the need to accommodate gigs, live broadcasts, and live to air performances. Morton moved from her role at RDU to become Public Programmes Manager for the exhibition, so that she could coordinate the live music content more effectively between the museum and the radio station.
Several forms of recorded music gave the exhibition space a sense of activity, as ambient audio content accompanying screen-based documentaries, and recordings for listening via headphones and an app. The most present musical element was an audio track of 100 songs that were representative of RDU's content over forty years. As Morton observes, the exhibition felt 'static' when the audio track was silent:
you need music to listen to when you're looking at an empty stage, you need music to listen to when you're looking at gig posters. You need that when you're looking at a music wall with vinyl and CDs and you've got music playing and you might even hear a song by an artist that you're looking at.
This reflects criticism that silent music exhibitions are like 'mausoleums' …. becalmed [and] opposed to the vital energies of pop and rock' (Reynolds in Mortensen and Madsen 2014, 251) . The same songs were available for listening via headphones on a jukebox in one of the poster-bollard listening booths. Simply playing the radio station itself in the space for musical ambience was decided against because of both the inexperience of many daytime DJs and music that may not be considered museum friendlybecause of 'cursing' for example. For RDU that would have been perhaps more authentic, in its discursive construction of 'alternative radio' in practice and programming (Wall 2012) , but it illustrates the tension between being 'alternative' and accessible enough for everyday museum visitors. Instead of the radio station itself, the playlist, dubbed 'Heard it Here First' comprised songs that represented the sound of RDU over the decades. It included a mixture of international and local music by performers like The Fall, The Gordons, Public Enemy, The Orb, Straitjacket Fits, Sonic Youth, Aphex Twin, The Clean, Ladi 6, Major Lazer, MIA, and Marlon Williams.
Performance
Recorded music was a reasonable compromise for daily museum ambience, but the most important representation of RDU's broader community connections was in the performance of live music and radio itself. Accommodating live music and radio events brought new objects into the exhibition space, and new forms of activity, in preparation, performance, and pack down.
In preparation for events, the stage area became a site for exhibiting the equipment of live music and broadcast radio. Drum kits, amplifiers, monitor speakers, microphones, turntables, synthesisers, and soundsystem speaker stacks were arranged in combinations reflecting a diversity of local music practices. For a live breakfast show the stage became a broadcast space displaying the materiality of radio (Fuller 2005 ) -an inward-focused site with desk, microphones, headphones, computers, and cables, set up for a potential physical audience. Live-to-air musical performances combined the two: the stage set up for a gig but with the technical focus of broadcast sound engineering, performing both musical content and the activity of radio production. Occurring on weekends, these events created differing weekend and weekday senses of space, which was most evident when observing the exhibition on a Friday afternoon, as technicians began bringing equipment in for the following day. Amplifiers and flight cases stacked around the stage space were refigured from objects of music performance to exhibition pieces, as were the performers, technicians and radio hosts themselves. A temporary installation of locally-owned soundsystems highlighted the sculptural qualities of amplifiers and large stacks of speakers (RDU 2016).
Four major gigs were held on weekend nights during the exhibition run, featuring musicians who were closely associated with the station through their music, and in some cases as volunteers and staff members. Each gig had a theme that articulated a core part of RDU's musical identity and the local music scenes with which it is connected: 'alt country' , 'indie' , hip hop, and electronica. Potential damage to the ceramics collection in the neighbouring gallery space was mitigated by both the earthquake protection measures that reduced the impact of sound vibrations, and careful testing of volume levels. The gigs articulated RDU's connection to the local music scene in an active, contemporary manner, ensuring that the museum setting did not position the station as a form of static heritage.
While the live gigs carried the highest profile of the musical events, the live breakfast shows most clearly performed the radio station's visibility as a carrier of music and a focus of community connection. Five live broadcasts were hosted by breakfast DJs from the 1980s to 2016. These broadcasts were performed live on stage in the exhibition space, articulating radio as both content and performance. The hosts played music of their broadcast period, and reflected on the experiences of making radio and subsequent changes in their own lives, in the city, RDU, and music itself. Interviews and guests added multiple narratives of past versions of the radio and the city. Although there is a history of live public performance in radio, 'doing a radio show' is usually an experience of talking to an unseen, imagined audience (Douglas 2004) . Doing that same radio show on a stage in a large public space creates a more explicit performativity: people sitting at a table wearing headphones and talking thoughtfully into microphones, but with staging that reveals the performance and artefacts usually hidden by the act of transmission.
These breakfast shows attracted a live audience as people explored the exhibition and sat in front of the stage to observe the performance of radio. The acoustic space of the large exhibition gallery also became part of the broadcast, so that it was possible listening from home to hear the museum through the incidental background sounds (Chignell 2009, 91) in tangible contrast to the acoustic silence of an insulated broadcast studio. Echoes and resonance made the museum itself part of live radio, along with strains of video soundtracks from the exhibition and the variable sound textures of visitors. Applause and laughter created a convivial studio audience ambience, while sounds of other museum visitors passing through the exhibition space, transmitted the experience and space of the live museum along with the broadcast.
Conclusion: networks, people, broadcasting
Alternative Radio foregrounded the interrelationship of local music and a student radio station in a small city in New Zealand. As a singular exhibition it tells a specific history, but it provides a model for making visible what is invisible about radio in museum form. The exhibition demonstrated the materiality and the practice of 'alternative' radio, and also the local music scene in which the radio station is embedded. In Christchurch this history is particularly inflected with the 'rupture' of the earthquakes and demolitions (Pickles 2016) , in both the built environment and in collective and historical memory. This has driven understanding of the need to archive and articulate connections between the past, present and future. The exhibition was a compilation of 'kept' institutional archives and the vernacular knowledge of enthusiasts, brought together in the institution by independent practitioners with the guidance of museum staff. By placing the radio station and its networks into the museum context the exhibition connected the individual memories of participants, gathered through oral histories and the exhibition research, with collective memories both experiential and inherited, evoked by the posters, records and other objects, and the historical memory carried by the museum itself. Placement in the museum, among the objects and displays that ground the city's colonial history positions the radio station into that heritage.
A radio station is not simply a vehicle for recorded music, but part of a broader cultural scene. It is a node in a network of staff, volunteers, musicians, promoters, technical crew, venue workers, poster designers, printers, billstickers, advertisers, sponsors, and the active listening audience itself. The live gigs and broadcasts made this explicit, and emphasised that RDU's role in this creative network is not an object of heritage, but a core part of the station's ongoing practice and identity.
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